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Address Frameless Glass Fencing Systems Pty. Ltd. 
2/12 Bowen Crescent 
West Gosford NSW 2250

Country Australia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Clamps 
The Frameless Glass Fencing System was developed to eliminate the need to attach frameless glass to the ground. The modern architectural look of
the system works perfectly with any property to give create a simply beautiful effect without the issues of attaching the glass in or to the ground.

Posts 
We have designed our semi frameless systems to be not only stronger (up to 60% stronger than other systems)but with more adjustment and glass
engagement than any comparable system. With the addition of designer cover plates and caps we have created the ulimate semi frameless system.

Gates 
Glass gates need quality stainless steel marine grade fittings and we only offer the best for all types of gates.Hydraulic gates feature and inground soft
close mechanism very adjustable and and a very quite close(no banging).Spring hinge gate systems feature all stainless steel hinges (not plastic) and
all our gates use the famous side pull magna latch.

Fittings 
Beautiful accessories enhance the visual affect of great hardware and all our fittings are designed not only to be strong and functional but to really
make the differences
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